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Subjection of biological cells to high intensity pulsed electric field results in the permeabilization of the cell membrane.
Measurement of the electrical conductivity change allows an analysis of the dynamics of the process, determination of the
permeabilization thresholds, and ion efflux influence. In this work a compact electro-permeabilization system for controlled
treatment of biological cells is presented. The system is capable of delivering 5 µs – 5 ms repetitive square wave electric field pulses
with amplitude up to 1 kV. Evaluation of the cell medium conductivity change is implemented in the setup, allowing indirect
measurement of the ion concentration changes occurring due to the cell membrane permeabilization. The simulation model using
SPICE and the experimental data of the proposed system are presented in this work. Experimental data with biological cells is also
overviewed.
Keywords: Electroporation, electric field, MOSFET, medium conductivity.

1. INTRODUCTION
decades investigation of the effects of the
electric fields on the living cells and microorganisms has
led to discovery of various cell polarization phenomena,
which have led to modern biomedical techniques such as
electroporation or dielectrophoresis [1]-[4]. Electroporation
or electro-permeabilization is a popular biomedical
technique, which is used for gene transfection, cell
hybridization, drug delivery or cell lysis [5], [6]. The effect
is dependent on the shape of the pulse, electric field
amplitude, the number of pulses, and the geometry of the
electrodes [7].
During electroporation the membrane of living cells is
damaged and depending on the treatment intensity the effect
could be reversible or irreversible [8]-[11]. In both cases the
treatment processes act on a molecular level. In reversible or
irreversible electroporation the treatment results in the
change of the ion concentration of the cell medium. Such
phenomenon occurs due to the release of the ions through
the nanoscale pores that are caused by the high intensity
electric field [8]-[11]. The real-time measurement of the
medium conductivity allows the acquisition of additional
information about the treatment intensity and the dynamics
of the electroporation process, therefore, it is desirable in
this field [12], [13]. By means of measurement of the
change of the electric conductivity the extent of the
permeabilization process can be evaluated. Also Pavlin et al.
[14] have shown that the changes in conductivity occur due
to the ion efflux in low-conductive mediums and colloidosmotic swelling in both the high and low-conductive
mediums. By measuring the electric conductivity the limit
permeabilization threshold can be determined. However,
the measurement during the pulses should be implemented,
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while the conductivity measurement seconds after the
pulsing procedures is not applicable [14], [15]. Various
methods for the conductivity measurement of the
electroporated tissue or cells were introduced in the last
decade. The most popular techniques, electrical impedance
tomography and magnetic resonance imaging, are used to
measure conductivity of the electroporated tissue [16]-[20].
These methods examine the outcomes of the treatment
procedure. For real-time or active observation of the
treatment intensity the voltage or current measurements of
the treated cells can be applied [21]. The real-time affected
cell conductivity measurement can give ability to monitor
the treated cells and introduce a feedback for the control of
the treatment intensity in real time. Currently, separate RCL
measurement devices connected to personal computer or
data storage are applied [21], [22]. Such configurations
involve additional complexity in the experimental setups,
synchronization problems arise and the price of the whole
biomedical system is increased.
Due to the many applications of the electroporation
technique the development of the high power
instrumentation applicable in this field is performed. Square
wave electrical pulse systems are offering precise treatment
intensity control due to the short rise and fall times and the
pulse plateau region, and therefore are preferable in
electroporation [23]-[25].
Due to the variety of the cell types and cell buffers used in
biological sciences, the load of the electroporation system
varies in a broad range (from several tens of Ω up to several
kΩ). Therefore, high current handling capability (>30 A)
must be ensured, which creates challenges to form repetitive
pulses due to the capacitor discharge. As a rule, trade-offs
between the generating capabilities, the load handling and
the size of the facility are made.
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This work presents a square wave pulsed electric field
system based on a MOSFET that offers high current
handling capability (>50 A) across the 5 µs – 5 ms range of
the generated pulses. The novelty of the system is also based
on the capability of electric conductivity change
measurement during the pulsing.
2. THEORY
During the electroporation the transmembrane potential of
the cell is altered, which results in the appearance of pores
in the membrane and the increase of the ion transfer [26],
[27]. The higher ion concentration in the cell medium results
in the increase of the total medium electrical conductivity.
The electrical conductivity of the cell medium could be
evaluated by the application of the Maxwell equation as a
mean-field approximation. However, the calculation is
complex due to the interaction between the cells, therefore,
as a rule, the averaged approximate solutions are used.
According to Maxwell, and as recently summarized by
Pavlin et al., the effective conductivity σ of a solution could
be approximated as [14]:

σ −σ p
σm −σ
=f m
,
2σ m + σ
2σ m + σ p

(1)

3

 d
where ν =  1−  , d – cell membrane thickness, r – cell

r
radius.
For cells with a nucleus the electrical parameters of the
nuclear membrane and the nucleoplasm must be taken into
account. The model of such a cell is presented in Fig.1.
The σ cp , σ nm , σ np , ε cp , ε nm , ε np are the electrical conductivity
and permittivity values of the cytoplasm, the nuclear
membrane and the nucleoplasm, respectively.
The solution becomes more complex and can be
approximated as [29]:
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The electrical conductance G is a function of both physical
parameters of the conductor and the conductivity of the
material:

where σ m – the electrical conductivity of the medium, σ p –

nV
the conductivity of the particle and f = cell , n – number
Vm
of cells, Vcell – volume of single cell, Vm – volume of the cell
medium.

(3)
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σA
l
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,

where A – the conductor cross-sectional area and l – length.
During the electric field treatment the cuvette is stationary
and the volume of the electrolyte is constant. Thus, the
assumption that ∆G = ∆σ can be made. The assumption is
not true when the exposure or the waiting time between the
pulses is long due to the evaporation processes in the
cuvette, however, it is not applicable in this case.
3. EVALUATION OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS
The load of the electroporation system is an electrolytic
buffer with biological cells. As it has been mentioned above,
the impedance of the resulting electrolyte can vary in a
broad range (from several tens of Ω up to several kΩ)
depending on the buffer and the type of the cells that are
used. In order to ensure the high applicability of the device,
the whole range of loads must be covered, which requires
high current application. The summary of the required
system parameters is presented in Table 1.

Fig. 1. Model of a biological cell.

However, further approximations are required, because the
biological cell is not homogeneous. The lipid membrane has
a low electrical conductivity σ mb , while the interior is an
electrolyte with relatively high conductivity σ in . According
to Polevaya et al. the equivalent conductivity is derived
[28]:

σ eq = σ mb

2 (1− ν )σ mb + (1+ 2ν )σ in
,
( 2 + ν )σ mb + (1− ν )σ in

(2)
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Table 1. Summary of the required system parameters.

Parameter
Voltage range
Pulse width
Capacitor
discharge during
single pulse
Pulse frequency
Maximum load
Peak current

Value
0 – 1 kV
5 µs – 5 ms

Denotation
U
tP

<25%

∆UMAX

0.1 – 100 Hz
20 Ω
50 A

f
RMIN
IPeak
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High currents result in a rapid discharge of the capacitor
array. The increase of the total capacitance will inevitably
increase the dimensions of the device, which is undesirable.
We assumed that in order to generate an approximated
square-wave electrical pulse, the discharge of the capacitor
must not exceed 25 % at the marginal case (maximum load
of 20 Ω during a single maximum width pulse of 5 ms). The
assumption has been made based on the parameters of the
commercially available electroporators and the square wave
electroporation protocols. As a result, the whole array of the
required loads will be covered. It should be noted that in the
majority of the electroporation experiments the resistance is
higher than 20 Ω, therefore, the discharge will be even
lower.
As a switch for the electrical pulse generating we decided
to use a MOSFET to ensure low losses during the switching
and the low rise and fall times.
As it has been mentioned above, the cell buffer impedance
should be introduced in the setup for the real-time treatment
analysis. Also the system must have a repetitive pulsing
option for the short pulses with controllable frequency.
In order to develop a pulsed power system with the
described parameters several trade-offs between the
maximum capacitance, peak current, maximum load and the
dimensions of the final setup must be made. In order to
achieve the best result a SPICE simulation of the system has
been introduced.

The developed model allows the acquisition of the
nanosecond range rise and fall times of the square wave
electrical pulses with a 20 Ω load (1 kV VDS), which is in
compliance with the discussed system requirements. The
model has been also tested with different loads and capacitor
values. The results are presented in Fig.2.

4. EVALUATION OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS
The parameters of the MOSFET model in the SPICE
simulation have been adjusted to match all of the discussed
requirements of the electroporation system (pulse rise/fall
times, peak current, etc.). Based on the received
characteristics a commercial MOSFET suitable for the
electroporation system can be chosen. The summary of the
developed MOSFET model is presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary of MOSFET SPICE model parameters.

Parameter
Drain-source voltage
On-state resistance
Continuous drain
current
Pulsed drain current
Gate charge
Zero bias threshold
voltage
Channel length
modulation parameter
G-to-D capacitance
G-to-S capacitance
Junction oxide
capacitance
Junction grading
coefficient
Junction voltage drop
D/S leakage current
Transconductance
parameter

Value
1.1 kV
0.4 Ω

Denotation
VDS
RDS

15 A

ID

60 A
180 nC

IDP
QG

5.4 V

VTO

0.03 V-1

Lambda

9 nF
6.5 nF

CGD
CGS

12 nF

CJO

0.6

M

0.7 V
10 pA

VJ
IS

650

KP

Fig.2. Performance of the electroporation system model with
(A) different capacitor values; (B) different loads.

As it can be seen in Fig.2.(A) in order to acquire a square
wave electrical pulse the high capacitor value above 750 µF
must be selected. Also currents up to 50 A and the charging
voltage up to 1 kV must be supported, which implies that
the high power semiconductor switch must be used. Also
due to the high currents and inevitable stray inductance in
the circuit the snubber circuit should be implemented to
prevent the overvoltage on the switch. In Fig.2.(B) the
dependence of the pulse shape on the load of the system is
presented. The influence of the transient processes is
acceptable, however, as it was mentioned above, the
implementation of a snubber diode is preferable. It can be
noted that the pulse fall time depends on the load of the
system resulting in up to 1.5 µs longer pulse with a highly
resistive electrolyte (2.5 kΩ). The delay can be removed if
the load is shunted with a 100 Ω resistor (Fig.2.(B)).
The model of the system showed a good performance and
based on the results the MOSFET and pulse capacitors have
been chosen: IXYS IXFN32N120 and two Epcos
B25620B1487K101 480 µF capacitors, respectively.
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5. DEVELOPED ELECTROPORATION SYSTEM
Using the simulation results a compact electroporation
system has been developed. The simplified schematic of the
system is shown in Fig.3. The circuit is implemented using
an adjustable power supply, divider resistor circuit,
MOSFET with snubber diode, precise shunt resistance of
0.05 Ω and a microcontroller. The microcontroller also
controls the LCD and button type switches (S1-S5) that are
used for input of the treatment parameters. Optical
decoupling of the microcontroller circuit and the high power
circuit has been implemented. Two 8-bit ADCs are
implemented in the setup for the measurement of the
charging voltage, output pulse parameters and the cuvette
impedance change evaluation. The power supply is
implemented using a flyback transformer voltage boost
circuit. The capacitor array C1 has a total capacitance of
960 µF. The resistor R2 is used for the charged voltage
measurement. The precise shunt resistor R4 is used for the
output pulse waveform acquisition. The R3 is a current
limiting resistor preventing the short circuit possibilities
during the voltage breakdown in the cuvette. Also it is used
as a reference for estimation of the voltage drop on the
cuvette, allowing a straightforward recalculation of the
cuvette impedance based on the measurement results from
ADC1 and ADC2.

by the cells if a burst of high energy pulses is generated
without temperature rise consideration. The repetitive
frequency of the pulses can be controlled in the 0.1 – 100 Hz
range.

Fig.4. Generated pulses of the developed electroporation system.

The conductivity change measurement is performed during
the pulse based on the readings on the ADC1 and ADC2.
The current flowing through the cuvette is limited by the
resistors R3, R4, the cuvette impedance and the resistance of
the transmission line. At the same time the high precision
resistors R3, R4 and the transmission line resistance are
constant, which implies that the current in the transmission
line will vary depending on the impedance change of the
cell medium in the cuvette. Based on the voltage drop on the
resistor R4, the pulsed current during electroporation is
estimated. Straightforward recalculation to impedance
change in the cuvette during the pulse is performed.
The photograph of the developed compact square wave
electroporation system is shown in Fig.5. The size of the
system is 21 x 21 x 25 cm.

Fig.3. Simplified schematic of the electroporation system.

The electroporation system generated pulse shape
dependence on various loads is presented in Fig.4. The
600 V 5 µs pulse has been generated and the results have
been compared to the simulation model.
As it can be seen in Fig.4. the experimental data is in an
acceptable compliance with the simulation model. A 1.5 µs
– 1.8 µs delay is introduced when a more resistive load is
used (2.5 kΩ). The transient process in the beginning of the
pulse results in the overvoltage in the range of 10 % from
the charged voltage, which is acceptable and complies with
the simulation data. The capacitor discharge during single
pulse meets the requirements of the electroporation system.
The square-wave electroporation protocols in the 5 µs –
5 ms duration range and the generation of the electric field
up to 20 kV/cm with 0.5 mm gap cuvette are supported. Due
to the high capacitance value C1 and the 20 W high voltage
supply, the discharge of the capacitors does not limit the
pulse burst electroporation protocols. The treatment is
limited only by the thermal stress that will be experienced

Fig.5. Photograph of the developed compact electroporation
system.

The cuvette can be disconnected from the setup and
complies with the sterility and the biomedical compatibility
requirements for the electroporatoration. All standard
commercial cuvettes can be used with the proposed setup.
The system is powered by a 220 V, 50 Hz line and has a
total power consumption of 40 W.
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6. EXPERIMENT
The system has been applied in the experiments with the
freshwater mold Saprolegnia parasitica. This water mold
can cause cellular necrosis or other epidermal damage to the
fish or freshwater animals. The species have been isolated
from the water samples collected in a freshwater pool
(Vilnius, Verkiai park) using hemp seeds as a bait. The
colonies on the hemp seeds formed after several days of
incubation at room temperature. Later the fragments of
hyphae and the reproductive spores were cut from colony
edge, suspended in distilled water and used in the
experiments. Samples of 80 µl have been used for each
experiment in 1 mm gap cuvette. The species were subjected
to 400 V and 700 V 1 ms electrical pulses (4 kV/cm and
7 kV/cm, respectively). The repetitive frequency of 1 Hz
was used, while the number of pulses has been altered from
1 to 20. The electrical conductivity changes of the cell
medium due to the electric field treatment are presented in
Fig.6.

According to the morphological analysis the membranes
of the cells were not damaged when the 400 V 1 ms pulses
were used, which corresponds with the conductivity change
measurement experimental data. However, in the 700 V case
(Fig.7.(B)) the membrane was heavily lacerated resulting in
the release of the additional charge carriers into the
electrolyte. The electrical conductivity of the medium is
increased, respectively, which complies with the results
presented in Fig.6.

Fig.7. Microphotographs of the affected Saprolegnia parasitica
samples: (A): 20 x 1 ms 400 V pulses; (B): 20 x 1 ms 700 V pulses.

It was concluded that the proposed system could be
successfully applied in the electroporation experiments
offering the extended analysis options and flexibility.

Fig.6. Cell medium electrical conductivity change during the
treatment, where σT is the electrical conductivity during the
treatment and σC is the electrical conductivity of the control
sample.

As it can be seen in Fig.6. the electrical conductivity
depends on the voltage applied. More than 30 % increase
has been observed when 10 x 700 V 1 ms electrical pulses
were generated. In the 400 V case the treatment intensity
was not sufficient to cause significant changes. In order for
the pores or irreversible damage in the membrane to appear
(therefore the ion efflux), a voltage threshold potential
(transmembrane potential) must be induced, which is
proportional to the applied electric field. According to the
experimental data the 7 kV/cm electric field is sufficient to
stimulate ion efflux in the cells. However, the plateau region
after 7 x 700 V pulses indicates that the laceration and
rapture of the Saprolegnia cells membrane (oogonial wall)
occurred, when the cytoplasm could freely enter the cuvette
electrolyte. The smaller oospores were mainly unaffected
and higher electric field value was required. The
microphotographs of the experimental samples have been
taken for the morphological analysis of the species after the
treatment and are shown in Fig.7.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this work the development of the universal electropermeabilization system is presented, which can be used
with a variety of loads (pulse width independent peak
current handling up to 50 A).
The proposed setup is applicable for the majority of the
currently known electroporation applications and the various
types of cells. The capability of cuvette medium
conductivity change measurement during each pulse allows
the investigation of the dynamics of the electroporation
process without the additional peripheral equipment such as
LCR meters. The proposed system provides a solution to
measure the conductivity change without the pulse
synchronization issues.
The system has been successfully applied for electropermeabilization of pathogenic freshwater mold Saprolegnia
parasitica. The proposed conductivity measurement module
allowed predicting the effects caused by different electric
field strengths. During 10 x 700 V 1 ms pulsing more than
30 % conductivity increase of the cell medium was
observed. The morphological analysis showed laceration of
the majority of the cells in the electrolyte. In the 10 x 400 V
1 ms pulsing case the cells showed no signs of observable
damage and also no changes in the electrical conductivity
were observed.
We concluded that the proposed electroporation facility
with conductivity change evaluation module could improve
the quality of electroporation experiments by presenting the
additional treatment effect evaluation parameter. The extent
of the permeabilization process can be evaluated.
We think that the outlines for further development are to
focus on the nanosecond electroporation range and the
bipolar pulse generation support. These improvements will
allow the investigation of the intracellular permeabilization
procedures with a primarily non-thermal treatment, which is
advantageous in this scientific area.
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